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Existing aspect-level sentiment-classification models completely rely on the learning from given data-
sets. However, these are easily misled by biased samples, resulting in learning some ill-suited rules that
limit their potential. The information of some specific part-of-speech (POS) categories often indicates the
word sentiment polarity, which can be introduced as prior knowledge to facilitate prediction of the
model. Accordingly, we propose an interactive POS-aware network (IPAN) that explicitly introduces
the POS information as reliable guidance to assist the model in accurately predicting sentiment polarity.
We distinguish the information of different POS categories using a POS-filter gate and reinforce the fea-
tures extracted from adjectives, adverbs, and verbs via a POS-highlighting attention mechanism. This
enables the model to concentrate on the words that contain significant sentiment orientations and to
obtain the most practical learning experience. To emphasize the target information, we construct a
target-context gate that enables the interaction of the target information with contexts; consequently,
the model considerably focuses on target-related sentiment features. The experiments on
SemEval2014 and Twitter datasets verify that our IPAN consistently outperforms the current state-of-
the-art methods.
1. Introduction

Sentiment analysis, also known as opinion mining [1,2], is an
essential task in natural language processing (NLP). Notably,
aspect-level sentiment classification, as a fine-grained task in sen-
timent analysis [2], has received considerable attention in recent
years. Specifically, given a sentence and a target that appears in
it, the task aims to determine the sentiment polarity of the sen-
tence toward the target. For example, given the targets {place, food}
and the sentence ‘‘While this is a pretty place in that overly cute
French way, the food was insultingly horrible.” For both the targets,
the sentiment polarities are positive and negative, respectively.

In recent years, with the advancement of deep-learning meth-
ods, various neural models have performed notably in aspect-
level sentiment-classification tasks [3–7]. However, the noises in
some biased training samples has limited the effectiveness of these
models. Supposedly, if we can provide some strong prior knowl-
edge to a model during its learning, it would gain clear indications
regarding which words or spans are critical to expressing the
sentiment, thereby improving its prediction accuracy. Accordingly,
the part-of-speech (POS) information, as the basic building block of
grammar, becomes an appropriate choice as prior knowledge, as it
helps us analyze a sentence and satisfactorily understand the
structure thereof [8]. Importantly, some previous researches in
subjective text analysis and sentiment analysis [9–18] concluded
that certain POS categories would be the strong indicators of
sentiments.

However, in introducing the POS information, two technical
challenges arise. First, how to reasonably model the POS informa-
tion for indicating the word sentiment polarity; second, how to
adequately emphasize the target information to extract its relevant
sentiment features. Some attempts were made to consider the POS
information as a feature for sentiment analysis, and they can be
broadly classified as follows: (i) One part of the relevant researches
did not deeply analyze the specific influence of each POS category
on the sentiment expressions of the contexts. Some of them
[9,13,19] only intuitively introduced the information of a few
POS categories that contributed to the sentiment, without any the-
oretical support or experimental proof. However, other studies
[12,20,21] blindly used information from all the POS categories
and unavoidably introduced noises into the model. (ii) Although
the other part of the relevant researches [14,17,18,22] explored
the relationship between the POS information and emotional
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expressions, their modeling methods for POS information were sig-
nificantly rough, and thus the useful features contained in this kind
of information could not be completely utilized, significantly limit-
ing the final model performance. For the second challenge, many
works [3,4] merely used the target embedding to capture impor-
tant context words by using an attention mechanism. However,
the target information could not completely interact with the con-
texts only in this manner, resulting in suboptimal performance.

Words with different POS categories diversely contribute to the
semantic expression of sentences; therefore, only a limited number
of POS categories exist with special meanings toward expressing
sentiments. If all the kinds of POS are included in the modeling
process, redundant information would be introduced, distracting
the model during training. Intuitively, adjectives, adverbs, and
verbs significantly contribute toward expressing the sentiment of
a context. For example, in the sentence ‘‘The sashimi portion are
big enough to appease most people, but I did not like the fact they used
artificial lobster meat,” the key phrases that indicate the sentiment
polarity of targets sashimi portion and artificial lobster meat are ‘‘big
enough” and ‘‘did not like, ” respectively, which comprise adjective,
verb, and adverb. This intuition is supported by many previous
achievements: adjectives always contain a certain sentiment ori-
entation [9–14]. Other POS categories have also showed some rel-
evance to the emotional expressions: nouns were used in [14,15],
verbs in [13,14]; additionally, adverbs proved to contribute to sen-
timents and subjectivity in [11,14,16]. Therefore, to give an active
play to the POS information, we distinguish these three kinds of
POS categories from other categories and emphasize the informa-
tion of them during the modeling process. Particularly, a novel
POS-highlighting attention mechanism with a limiting condition
is designed for restricting the model to significantly concentrate
on these three specific POS categories. To address the final target
of this study, focusing only on how to determine the sentiment
polarity of the entire sentence is not sufficient. Therefore, we must
address the second technical challenge to further adapt the model
to the aspect-level classification task. Our solution is to apply a
fine-grained and element-wise gating mechanism, so that the tar-
get information completely interacts with each context word.

The proposed interactive POS-aware network (IPAN) comprises
five components: the embedding layer, POS-filter gate, sentiment
feature extraction layer, target-context gate, and POS-
highlighting attention mechanism. The POS-filter gate and POS-
highlighting attention mechanisms are designed for differentiating
adjectives, adverbs, and verbs from other POS categories to prevent
interferences from these useless words. In the target-context gate,
we implement a new form of gate unit to filter out target-unrelated
sentiment features, whose effectiveness has been experimentally
proved.

The following are the main innovations and contributions of
this study:

� We assert that the POS information can be used as prior knowl-
edge to perform the aspect-level sentiment-classification task
by guiding the learning process of the model. Accordingly, we
propose a network (IPAN) that explicitly introduces and models
the information of some specific POS categories that facilitate
the model in extracting sentiment features. We have also con-
ducted a set of heuristic experiments to explore the contribu-
tion of different POS categories to sentiment expressions;
� We designed a target-context gate to enable the complete inter-
action of the target information with each context word; the
gate units in the target-context gate are of a new form called
gated ReLU Units (GReU). To verify the effectiveness of this gat-
ing mechanism and novel gating units, we experimentally com-
pared the novel gating units with the existing ones;
� We designed an innovative POS-highlighting attention mecha-
nism to guarantee that the model significantly focused on
adjectives, adverbs, and verbs. Similarly, we implemented and
compared three other alternative attention mechanisms based
on the POS information. The experimental results illustrated
the effectiveness and rationality of this mechanism;
� Experimental results indicated that our IPAN consistently sur-
passed the existing state-of-the-art baselines on the widely
used SemEval2014 and Twitter datasets;

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 dis-
cusses the related works. Section 3 details the proposed IPAN. Sec-
tion 4 provides the investigation results of the POS information on
sentiment analysis and presents extensive experiments to verify
the effectiveness and performance of IPAN. Finally, Section 5 sum-
marizes our work and provides insights into future research.

2. Related work

2.1. Overview of some relevant works on sentiment analysis

Although most existing approaches regard sentiment analysis
as a simple categorization task, it is a suitcase research problem
that requires tackling many NLP tasks [23,24]. In particular, some
studies [23] have counted and proved that at least 15 subproblems
involved in achieving human-like performance in sentiment anal-
ysis. In this section, we list some common relevant works on sen-
timent analysis and present several latest achievements for them.

2.1.1. Affective computing and sentiment analysis
Affective computing is trying to assign computers the human-

like capabilities of observation, interpretation, and generation of
affect features [25]. Affective computing and sentiment analysis
is the basis for realizing the emotional intelligence of machines.
Existing approaches of this filed fall into three main categories:
knowledge-based techniques, statistical methods [21,12,26–28],
and hybrid approaches [29–38]. Knowledge-based techniques clas-
sify the text into some categories according to some affect words,
whose sources of affect words or multiword expressions include
the affective lexicon [39], linguistic annotation scheme [40],
WordNet-Affect [41], SentiWordNet [42], SenticNet [43], and other
probabilistic knowledge bases trained from linguistic corpora [44–
46]. Hybrid approaches exploit both knowledge-based techniques
and statistical methods to perform sentiment analysis on text or
multimodal data and finally obtained better model performance.

2.1.2. Social data analysis
Online Social Network (OSN) is considered a spark that bursts

the Big Data era. Dealing with the increasing amount of informa-
tion present on the Web is a critical task and requires efficient
models developed by the emerging field of sentiment analysis
[47–49]. To this end, some current researchers [36] proposed effi-
cient approaches to support polarity, emotion, and strength ori-
ented sentiment analysis in natural language text. Main
approaches to big social data analysis can be broadly grouped into
two categories: knowledge-based techniques [50] and statistical
methods [51]. While the former mainly leverage on ontologies
[52], lexicons [41], semantic networks [43], or patterns [53], the
latter are gradually shifting to the adoption of ELM, deep learning
[54] and convolutional neural network [55,56].

2.1.3. Word sense disambiguation
The word sense disambiguation (WSD) task aims at identifying

the meaning of words in a given context for specific words convey-
ing multiple meanings. Turney and Littman et al. [57] claimed that
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sentiment-ambiguous words cannot be avoided easily in a real-
world application. To conclude the previous work on WSD, most
of them made use of term-level contexts, such as words and pat-
terns, and resolved the polarity with a range of rule-based [58],
lexicons-based [59–61], statistics-based or machine learning
methods [62–64]. Besides, neural architectures are the current
state of the art in WSD. Duque et al. [65] presented a new graph-
based unsupervised technique, in this work the knowledge base
took the context of the ambiguous terms into account but only
adapted to the specific domain. Bevilacqua et al. [66] proposed a
neural supervised architecture that was able to tap into this wealth
of knowledge by embedding information.

2.1.4. Sarcasm detection
Sarcasm is a nuanced form of language where usually the

speaker explicitly states the opposite of what is implied. In general,
approaches to sarcasm detection can be classified into rule-based,
statistical, and deep learning-based approaches. Rule-based
approaches attempt to identify sarcasm through specific evidence.
Bharti et al. [67] presented two rule-based classifiers, the first used
a parser-based lexicon generation algorithm and the other aimed
to capture both hyperbolic sarcasm and intensifiers (such as ‘‘abso-
lutely”). Most works in statistical sarcasm detection rely on differ-
ent forms of Support Vector Machines (SVM) [68–70], some of
them also make use of Naive Bayes and Decision Trees [71], binary
Logistic Regression [72] and fuzzy Clustering [73]. Amir and Wal-
lace et al. [74] presented a novel Convolutional Network, and
Ghosh et al. [75] utilized a combination of a Convolutional Neural
Network, a Recurrent Neural Network to finish this task. Majumder
et al. [76] argued that sarcasm detection and sentiment analysis
were correlated, and trained a multitask learning-based framework
modeling this correlation to further improve the sentiment analy-
sis performance.

2.1.5. Sentiment lexicons
Lexicons have been widely used for sentiment analysis, as they

represent a simple, yet effective way to build rule-based opinion
classifiers. For example, OpinionFinder distribution [77] compiled
from manually developed resources augmented with entries
learned from corpora, and SentiWordNet was a resource for opin-
ion mining built on top of WordNet. As opposed to earlier lexicons,
researchers have proposed some semantically rich lexicons, such
as SenticNet [78,29] which modeled the sentiment of multiword
expressions using commonsense knowledge derived from Con-
ceptNet [79]. EmoSenticNet [80] implements to assign WordNet-
Affect emotion labels to concepts in SenticNet with the assist of
further fuzzy clustering and machine learning techniques. Differ-
ent from the general-purpose emotion lexicons, Esuli et al. [42]
proposed a generative unigram mixture model to learn a word-
emotion and domain-specific emotion lexicons that offer more
fine-grained estimates for word-emotion associations.

2.1.6. Other relevant works
There are also some existing works that incorporated two or

more other NLP tasks to assist the model in detecting the senti-
ment polarity. Dragoni et al. [24] presented a commonsense ontol-
ogy for sentiment analysis called OntoSenticNet, which can detect
subtly expressed sentiments by enabling the analysis of multiword
expressions. To address the problem that many applications of sen-
timent analysis obtained labeled data from multiple source
domains, Xu et al. [81] adapted the source-domain training data
to the target domain via a framework of multiclustering logistic
approximation. Besides, the topics that evoke a certain emotion
in readers are often context-sensitive, Rao [82] proposed a
multi-label sentiment topic model, which can distinguish
context-independent topics from both a background theme and a
contextual theme. Yang and Rao et al. [83] introduced the assump-
tion of ‘‘one segment expresses one sentiment” and proposed a
segment-level joint topic-sentiment model to estimate the senti-
ment polarity of a document by capturing the topic-sentiment
correlation.

Sentiment analysis task entails not only the NLP subtasks intro-
duced above, but also all the subproblems of extracting semantic
and emotional polarity from the text. In our real life, the categories
of emotion are complex and variety, it is extremely challenging for
machines to achieve human-like performance in identifying this.
Therefore, most of the existing sentiment analysis tasks are to gen-
erally label the sentiment polarity in the text into fixed categories,
and the models are finally completing a classification task. As we
mentioned in the task definition in the first paragraph of Section 1,
our research is also based on the assumption that the emotional
polarity in the sentence is only positive, negative or neutral.
Nonetheless, the above-mentioned related studies enable us to
have a more comprehensive understanding of the real needs of
sentiment analysis, and their techniques and modeling ideas also
inspired our research.

2.2. POS information for sentiment analysis

For performing the sentiment analysis task or subjective text
classification task (which classifies the pieces of a text as subjective
or factual), there are several methodologies [9–12,19,84,85] that
considered only certain POS categories as opinionated words, such
as adjectives. Hatzivassiloglou et al. [11] developed an unsuper-
vised learning system to learn the semantic orientation (positive
or negative) of adjectives. Their system was based on the idea that
adjectives connected by conjunctions likely had the same orienta-
tion, except for the ones connected by ‘‘but,” as those connected by
‘‘but” likely had opposite orientations. In [11], the authors selected
the sentences that contained either a gradable adjective from their
list or an adjective identified in [13], without any classifier; the
classification accuracy of the subjective sentences in their dataset
was 72%.

Some works [12–18,20–22,87,86] did not discriminate among
different POS categories, as they assumed that opinionated words
could also occur in other POS categories, such as adverbs [16],
verbs [13,86], and nouns [15]. Benamara et al. [16] used adverbs
as clues for sentiment analysis. They proposed three alternative
algorithms of scoring adverb–adjective combinations (AACs), and
the average strength of the sentiment measure was obtained by
summing the score (positive or negative) of all the AACs. Chesley
et al. [13] used verbs to analyze the sentiments of blog posts. They
classified verbs into four different sentiment classes and then used
these classes, as well as some other features, in a support vector
machine classifier to analyze the sentiment orientation of the blog
posts. In [15], Riloff et al. presented an unsupervised method using
extraction patterns to identify subjective nouns. The learned
nouns, along with the adjectives from [10,11], were used as fea-
tures for a naïve Bayes classifier, which classified subjective sen-
tences with 81% precision and 77% recall. Pang et al. [21]
appended POS tags to every word and used this information as a
feature to the traditional n-gram approach. Because not all POS cat-
egories contribute to sentiment expressions, the results showed
this method could not appropriately use the information. Yi et al.
used all the nouns, verbs, adjectives, and adverbs in [14]. Their
method involved a manually developed lexicon of sentiment
expressions, and it achieved high precision but low recall. [17]
used a maximum entropy modeling text classifier to classify the
overall sentiment of documents and presented a method for
weighting words based on POS to improve the classification perfor-
mance; the experimental results showed that although their
method boosted the baseline of sentiment analysis, it was limited
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by the low learning ability of the model. [22] combined both the
POS information and BERT model [88]; however, they did not have
any selection process based on the contribution of POS categories
to emotional expressions, resulting in significant redundant infor-
mation and interference with the final prediction. [18] investigated
the impact of POS tags on sentiment analysis; however they simply
fed POS tags into the model rather than designing a process of
transforming effective POS information into features that could
be learned by the model.
2.3. Recent researches on aspect-level sentiment classification

Aspect-level sentiment analysis refers to three key issues: tar-
get extraction [89,90], sentiment analysis (the targets are pro-
vided), and joint the above two tasks [91]. In this study, we
research only the second issue, which also consists of two main
technical lines, namely, rule-based [59] and machine learning-
based. The variants of recurrent neural networks (RNNs), such as
long short-term memory (LSTM) [92], gated recurrent unit (GRU)
[93], and the capsule network [94,95] have been widely used for
aspect-level sentiment classification [96–100]. Tang et al. [96]
employed a forward LSTM and a backward LSTM to model the left
and right contexts of the aspect separately and then concatenated
the context representations for prediction of the sentiment polar-
ity. Yang et al. [97] jointly learned two subtasks: a domain classi-
fication and aspect-level sentiment classification to leverage the
benefits of the supervised deep neural network as well as the unsu-
pervised probabilistic generative model and further strengthen the
representation learning in domain adaptation scenario. Yang et al.
[98] proposed a new approach with the guidance of contextual,
lexical, and syntactic cues, in which a new target representation
sub-network was used to capture the semantic and contextual
information of targets and a new dependence attention mecha-
nism was utilized to model the syntactic dependency cues
between targets and other words. Wang et al. [99] proposed the
aspect-level sentiment capsules model (AS-Capsules), which uti-
lized the correlation between aspect and sentiment to perform
aspect detection and sentiment classification simultaneously, in a
joint manner. Chen and Qian [100] proposed a Transfer Capsule
Network (TransCap) model, which utilized an aspect routing
approach and the dynamic routing approach to transfer
document-level knowledge to aspect-level sentiment
classification.
2.4. Pre-trained language models in aspect-level sentiment
classification

Recently, pre-trained language models have proved effective in
many NLP tasks by learning universal semantic rules using a signif-
icant amount of unlabeled data. Some of the prominent examples
are ELMo [101], GPT [102], and BERT [88]. Especially, BERT has
achieved remarkable performance in most relative downstream
tasks. It is based on a multilayer bidirectional transformer and is
trained on plain text for performing masked word prediction and
next-sentence prediction tasks. A pre-trained BERT model can be
fine-tuned for a downstream task using task-specific training data.
Sun et al. [103] utilized BERT for the aspect-level sentiment-
classification task by constructing an auxiliary sentence. Xu et al.
[104] proposed a post-training approach for the ABSA task. Liu
et al. [105] combined multi-task learning and pretrained BERT to
improve the performance of various NLP tasks. Song et al. [106]
used the intermediate layers of BERT to fine-tune it and applied
this method in aspect-level sentiment classification.
2.5. Attention mechanism for aspect-level sentiment classification

The attention mechanism enables a model to learn which part
of the text to focus on, and because the target information is signif-
icantly beneficial, some recent works directly used the target
embedding to capture the importance of context words. Wang
et al. [4] designed an attention-based LSTM to learn the target
embedding and used it to compute attention weights. Ma et al.
[5] interactively gained attention in the contexts and targets and
separately generated representations for targets and contexts. Gu
et al. [6] modeled the relation between a target and sentence by
employing the bidirectional attention mechanism, as well as con-
sidering the position information of the target. Fan et al. [7] pro-
posed a multi-grained attention network, which leveraged both
fine- and coarse-grained attention mechanisms to compose its
framework.

2.6. Gating mechanism for aspect-level sentiment classification

The gating mechanism controls the path through which infor-
mation flows in the network, and it is efficient for recurrent net-
works [92,107–109]. Zhang et al. [110] generated the
representations of contexts on both the sides of the target by
employing GatedRNN and utilized gate units to model the relation
between the target and both the side contexts. Inspired from this
method, Liu et al. [111] replaced the vanilla RNN with the outputs
of a contextualized attention model and further improved the
model effectiveness. Xue and Li et al. [112] verified that the vari-
ants of these gate units, i.e., gated Tanh-Relu units (GTRU) outper-
formed the other gates in this task.

In conclusion, the previous works that used POS information to
assist the model with sentiment analysis lacked in-depth research
on the contribution of different POS categories toward the senti-
ment expressions of contexts, which blindly introduced several
specific POS information selected only via human experiences.
Additionally, most of these works used only POS tags as a part of
the input without embedding it into the entire modeling process,
wasting the information so that the final effects cannot meet
expectations. Moreover, only a small number of models were used,
and their performance improvements were hindered because of
their limited learning abilities. After observing these problems,
we not only explored the benefits of both a single POS category
and POS-category combinations to the sentiment polarity classifi-
cation task, but also designed a series of processes of converting
the useful POS information into features that can be learned by
neural networks with high fitting capacities. This makes the POS
information a reliable guidance throughout the modeling process.
Most existing BERT-based studies only appended an additional
classifier after its original structure. However, considerable
attempts have not been devoted toward performing aspect-level
sentiment-classification tasks by combining the pretrained BERT
model with other useful techniques. To exploit the semantic fea-
ture extraction ability of networks (such as BERT) and the ability
of other effective NLP mechanisms to fuse and model various fea-
tures, we utilized a gating mechanism to explicitly incorporate the
POS information into the embedding of each word before the sen-
timent feature extraction layer. Subsequently, we designed
another gate unit to enable the complete interaction of the target
with contexts. Additionally, our POS-highlighting attention mech-
anism is designed on the idea that various POS categories differ-
ently contribute to the sentiment polarity, and a reasonable
condition is proposed to guarantee that the weights of other POS
categories are strictly lower than those of adjectives, adverbs,
and verbs. Therefore, our mechanism is completely different from
the previous attention mechanisms.
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3. The proposed model : IPAN

The training process of the model is analogous to the learning
process of human beings: if one has considerable experience, he
will have some useful and straightforward guidance on how to
accomplish a task while avoiding detours. Similarly, if we provide
Fig. 1. Overall architecture of IPAN. The input sentence is ‘‘The Chinese food is delicious,
corresponding sequences of both the word and POS embeddings are obtained. The POS-fi
extraction layer extracts more advanced semantic features from its output. The target-co
enables the interact thereof with each context word, and finally obtains target-relate
different weights to words according to the contribution of their POS categories to emotio
generating the final sentence representation. To adapt to the aspect-level classification
results of the weighted sentence vector and hidden vector htarget (h3) that corresponds t
the POS information as prior knowledge to the model, it can gain
some additional knowledge of determining how important each
word is to emotional expressions. In this section, we detail the
structure of our proposed IPAN, which explicitly models the POS
information and emphasizes the target information, and its overall
architecture is depicted in Fig. 1. As shown in Fig. 1, the main body
” and the target span is ‘‘Chinese food.” After feeding into the embedding layer, the
lter gate generates a kind of POS-aware word embedding, and the semantic feature
ntext gate is a new form of gate unit, which emphasizes the target information and
d features. Accordingly, the novel POS-highlighting attention mechanism assigns
nal expressions, and thus the model can significantly focus on useful features while
task satisfactorily, the final sentence representation comprises the concatenation
o the target.



Fig. 2. IPAN-BERT word embedding. The original input representation are the sum
of the token embeddings, the segment embeddings and the position embeddings,
and segment embeddings are all represented by the same vector eA .
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of the network comprises the following five components, in the
order of input to output: embedding layer, POS-filter gate,
semantic feature extraction layer, target-context gate, and
POS-highlighting attention mechanism. In the semantic feature
extraction layer, bidirectional long short-term memory (Bi-LSTM)
and BERT are applied as the base model, and we denote the corre-
sponding two architectures as IPAN-LSTM and IPAN-BERT,
respectively.

3.1. Embedding layer

Similar to most recent works in sentiment classification, we
first map each word into a low-dimensional continuous vector.
Specifically, let E 2 Rd�v be an embedding matrix that comprises
all the word embeddings, where d denotes the dimensionality of
word embedding and v the vocabulary size. Let a sentence contain
LþM � 1 words ½w1;w2; . . . ; t1; t2; . . . ; tM ; . . . ;wL�1�, and
½t1; t2; . . . ; tM� represents the target spans (the target is usually not
a single word). For the IPAN-LSTM, we obtain a sentence embed-
ding Ew 2 Rd�L and target embedding Et 2 Rd�M by looking up the
embedding matrix E. Compared with the traditional Word2Vec-
and GloVe-based embedding layers, which only provide a single
context-independent representation of each token, the IPAN-
BERT embedding layer takes a sentence as input and calculates
the token-level representations using the information from the
entire sentence. For a given tokenw of the input sentence, its input
representation ewðw 2 ½1; LþM � 1�Þ is constructed by summing
the corresponding token, segment, and position embeddings. A
visualization of this construction is depicted in Fig. 2. Via this pro-
cess, we can obtain the sentence embedding Ew and target embed-
ding Et of IPAN-BERT. To facilitate the subsequent operations, we
compress Et 2 Rd�M into a single target vector et 2 Rd�1 via average
pooling, and the word-embedding vector of the input sentence is
denoted by ½ew1 ; ew2 ; . . . ; et ; . . . ; ewL�1 �. Regarding how to model the
POS information of each word in the corresponding sentence,
inspired by the target embedding in Wang et al. [4] and position
embedding in Gu et al. [6], we designed and implemented a set
of POS embeddings as follows.

In the processing of the input sentence, the POS of each piece of
the original sentence in the datasets is first marked using the nat-
ural language toolkit (NLTK).1 In our proposed model, POS is divided
1 NLTK is a leading platform for building Python programs to work with human-
language data. It provides easy-to-use interfaces to over 50 corpora and lexical
resources, along with a suite of text processing for tokenization, stemming, tagging,
parsing, among other such tasks. More details are available at: https://www.nltk.org/.
into four different categories: adjective (Padj), adverb (Padv ), verb
(Pverb) and others (Pothers) categories. We used a POS-indexing dic-
tionary to convert the POS tagging sequence obtained using NLTK
into a series of POS-index sequences, whose lengths were equal to
those of the input sentences (including punctuations), thereby facil-
itating the subsequent POS-embedding operation. For example,
given a sentence ‘‘The place is so cool and the service is prompt and
thoughtful,” the target is place, and the POS-index sequence is repre-
sented as p ¼ ½Pothers; Pothers; Pverb; Padv ; P
adj; Pothers; Pothers; Pothers; Pverb; Padj; Pothers; Padj; Pothers�.

The corresponding POS embedding of each element in p can be
obtained by looking up a POS-embedding matrix

P ¼ ½eadjp ; eadvp ; everbp ; eop� 2 Rdp�N , which is randomly initialized and
updated during the training process. For the target spans in p, their
POS embedding is compressed to be able to use a uniform one-
dimensional column vector eop 2 Rdp�1, which corresponds to the
‘‘others” category (Pothers) in the POS-embedding matrix P. Here,
dp denotes the dimension of a POS embedding and N the four
POS categories previously defined. The POS embedding (denoted
as Ep 2 Rdp�L, where L equals the length of the word-embedding
vector of the input sentence) aims to model the weight of each
word with different POS in a sentence and make the model satis-
factorily identify the distinctions between the words with different
POS to more accurately predict results.

3.2. Proposed POS-filter gate

Before extracting high-level semantic features from the word
embedding, we built a gating mechanism to explicitly incorporate
the POS information into the embedding of each word, and we
used gated linear units (GLUs) [108] to implement this gating
mechanism.

S ¼ ET
wWs þ bs ð1Þ

M ¼ sigmoid ET
wWm þ ET

pWm0 þ bm

� �
ð2Þ

X ¼ S�M ð3Þ

where Ws 2 Rd�d;Wm 2 Rd�d, and Wm0 2 Rdp�d denote weight
matrixes, and bs 2 Rd and bm 2 Rd denote biases. Here, ET

w and ET
p

denote the word and POS embeddings of the input sentence, respec-
tively. The term S denotes the linear transformation of the word-
embedding sequence, and M receives additional POS information
with sigmoid activation function. The sigmoid gate is a common
S-shaped function that maps inputs to ½0;1�; therefore, it can output
a score regarding the correlation of the current POS and its corre-
sponding word embedding. If this score is significantly high, the
transformed word embedding si 2 R1�d ði ¼ 1; . . . ; LÞ would be
accordingly amplified; otherwise, it would be blocked at the POS-
filter gate.

A single word often belongs to multiple parts of speech, and
thus its POS category can be uniquely determined only in a specific
context. Therefore, the POS-filter gate mechanism was designed to
filter out the irrelevant POS options for each text word. In other
words, the gating mechanism selects the current specific type of
POS for each word and then incorporates this additional informa-
tion, which changes adaptively according to contexts, into the ini-
tial word representation. After passing through the POS-filter gate,
the original word embedding ET

w is converted into a set of tailor-
made word vectors combined with the POS information, following
which it is fed into the next layer to extract the semantic features.

3.3. Semantic Feature Extraction Layer

To capture advanced relationships among words and obtain the
contextual representation, we fed a new word representation X,
which was received upon the interaction of the original word
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embedding and POS information, into the semantic feature extrac-
tion layer, which was constructed via Bi-LSTM or the BERT model.
We can simplify the process of this layer by adopting the following
Formulation (4) or Formulation (5):

H ¼ BERTðXÞ ð4Þ
H ¼ Bi� LSTMðXÞ ð5Þ
where H 2 RL�2dh in Formulation (4) and Formulation (5) denotes a
matrix that comprises semantic features ½h1; h2; . . . ;hL�, which are
considered the initial coarse-grained sentiment features of the
input context, and we use them to perform the downstream pro-
cessing. For Bi-LSTM, at time step t, its output ht comprises two

parts: forward hidden states ~ht 2 Rdh and backward hidden states

h
 
t 2 Rdh , where dh denotes the number of Bi-LSTM hidden units.

For the BERT model, the stacked transformer layers are introduced
to refine the contextual information layer-by-layer and form the
original semantic features H.

3.4. Proposed Target-Context Gate

Considering that different targets in the same input sentence
may always have various sentiment polarities, some mistakes
are often introduced in the final decisions by blindly depending
on the emotional polarity of the entire sentence. Accordingly,
we must filter out some irrelevant features based on the current
target information. Therefore, we used another gating mechanism
that incorporated the current target information. Here, we first
propose a new kind of gate unit, called GReU, to accurately select
aspect-related high-level features from the outputs of the seman-
tic feature extraction layer. The process can be formulated as
follows:

A ¼ relu HWa þ bað Þ ð6Þ
T ¼ sigmoid HWt þ eTt Wt0 þ bt

� � ð7Þ
V ¼ A� T ð8Þ

where Wa 2 R2dh�2dh ;Wt 2 R2dh�2dh , and Wt0 2 Rd�2dh denote weight
matrixes, and ba 2 R2dh and bt 2 R2dh denote biases. The term A
denotes the essential semantic features contained in the hidden
matrix, and T denotes the interdependence between the current
target embedding and hidden vectors measured using the sig-
moid activation function. Therefore, V 2 RL�2dh in Formulation
(8) is the result of semantic features filtering by using the target
information.

3.5. Proposed POS-highlighting Attention Mechanism

In addition to the target information, each word in a sentence
should be treated differently before generating the final sentence
representation. This is because each kind of POS category dis-
tinctly contributes to the expression of the target sentiment
polarity. We regard the POS category as the basis of calculating
attention weights to assist the model in focusing on a word
according to its relevance to the emotional expression. We apply
the attention scores to the hidden features V 2 RL�2dh , which
are the outputs of the target-context gate and own high rele-
vance to the current target. The complete calculation algorithm
of weighting the hidden vectors according to their different
importance of the four POS categories toward expressing the
sentiment is as follows:

qwi
¼

ðeopÞTWo
qvo

q;wi 2 Pothersf g
ðeopÞTWo

qvo
q þ ðewi

p ÞTWqvq

��� ���;wi 2 Padj; Padv ; Pverb
� �

8<
: ð9Þ
a ¼ softmaxðqÞ ð10Þ
r ¼ aTV ð11Þ

where Wo
q 2 Rdp�d and Wq 2 Rdp�d denote weight matrixes, and

vo
q 2 Rd�1 and vq 2 Rd�1 denote weight vectors. Additionally,

q ¼ ½qw1
; � � � ; qwL

� 2 RL�1, and a 2 RL�1 denotes a vector that com-

prises attention weights; r 2 R2dh denotes the weighted representa-
tion of a sentence with the given target. According to our analysis,
compared with other kinds of POS, adjectives, verbs, and adverbs
are often more crucial in expressing emotions. Accordingly, we
divided the calculation of qwi

into two cases: if the POS of the cur-
rent word belonged to the ‘‘others” category, we adopted the first
method in Formulation (9). Here, eop 2 Rdp�1 denotes the POS
embedding that corresponds to the ‘‘others” category; if the POS
of the current word belonged to the adjective, adverb, or verb cate-
gory, we used the second method in Formulation (13) to obtain the
score qwi

. Accordingly, the final results obtained by implementing
Formulations (9) and (10) were entirely consistent with our
expected goal: the attention score of a word that belongs to the
‘‘others” category is significantly lower than that of a word that
belongs to the adjective, adverb, or verb category. For these three
POS categories, the relative values of their attention scores depend
on their own POS embedding, which is updated throughout the
learning of the model. The POS-highlighting attention mechanism
limits the generation of attention scores for different words, and
the weights between the ‘‘others” POS category and another three
POS categories always satisfy a fixed relative relationship. The
advantage of this attention mechanism is that it assists the model
in significantly focusing on the words (adjectives, adverbs, and
verbs) that contain some emotional tendencies rather than being
influenced by other words. In this attention mechanism, the POS
information is the only factor we considered, which determines that
the attention scores of the words that have the same POS attribute
in a sentence are also the same. The attention weights vector a is
applied to the sentiment feature V filtered through the target-
context gate; therefore, the POS information does not entirely influ-
ence the weighted sentence representation. We will further explore
the effectiveness of both the POS-highlighting attention mechanism
and limiting condition in Section 4.5.

The final sentence representation is given as:

h� ¼ r; htarget
	 
 ð12Þ

where h� 2 R4dh denotes the feature representation of a sentence
that enters both target and POS information into consideration,
and htarget 2 R2dh denotes the hidden vector that corresponds to
the target in the hidden matrix H. Finally, a softmax layer is
employed to transform this real valued vector h� into conditional
probability distribution.

y ¼ softmax h�Ws þ bsð Þ ð13Þ
where Ws 2 R4dh�jCj and bs 2 RjCj denote the parameters of the soft-
max layer and jCj the final class number (equal to three in our
model).

3.6. Model training

The model can be trained in an end-to-end manner in a super-
vised learning framework via backpropagation, and the objective
function (loss function) is the cross-entropy loss. Let y be the
correct target distribution for a sentence and ŷ the predicted sen-
timent distribution. The model is trained by minimizing the
cross-entropy error between the ground truth y and prediction ŷ
for all the data samples.



Table 1
Statistics of the three datasets.

Restaurant Laptop Twitter

Train Test Train Test Train Test

Positive 2,164 728 994 341 1,561 173
Neural 637 196 464 169 3,127 346
Negative 807 196 870 128 1,560 173

Total 3,608 1,120 2,328 638 6,248 692
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loss ¼ �
X
i

X
j

yji log ŷ
j
i þ kkhk2 ð14Þ

where i denotes the index of sentence and j the index of class. Addi-
tionally, k denotes the L2-regularization factor and h the parameter
set that contains all the parameters.

4. Experiments

In this section, we apply both IPAN-LSTM and IPAN-BERT to
three aspect-level sentiment-classification datasets and compare
their results with those of some representative baselines. To fur-
ther demonstrate the positive impact of the POS information for
sentiment analysis and the effectiveness of each module designed
for IPAN, we conducted some additional investigations, whose
detailed processes and analyses are provided in Sections 4.3 to
Section 4.7.2

4.1. Experiment setting

4.1.1. Parameter setting
IPAN-LSTM: In our experiments, all the word-embedding and

target-embedding vectors were set as Glove vectors3 [113], which
were pre-trained on an unlabeled corpus of size approximately
840 billion, and out-of-vocabulary words were provided via sam-
pling from a uniform distribution Uð�0:1;0:1Þ. All the weight
matrixes and POS-embedding vectors obtained their initial values
via sampling from another uniform distribution Uð�0:1;0:1Þ, and
they could be updated during training. The dimensions of word
embedding, target embedding, POS embedding, and the number of
the hidden states of Bi-LSTM were 300. The length of the attention
weights vector was the same as that of the input word-embedding
vector. We used TensorFlow [114] to implement our proposed model
and employed Adam [115] as the training method. We trained all the
models using 60 epochs, batch size of 25 examples, the
L2-regularization weight of 0:001, and the initial learning rate of
0:01.

IPAN-BERT: We adopted BERTBASE (uncased) as the basis for all
the experiments of IPAN-BERT. All the weight matrixes and POS-
embedding vectors were initialized and updated similar to IPAN-
LSTM. The dimensions of word embedding, target embedding,
POS embedding, and the number of the hidden states of BERT were
768. During the training, the coefficient k of the L2-regularization
item was 10�5 and the dropout rate was 0:1. The Adam optimizer
with the learning rate of 2e� 5 was applied to update all the
parameters. The maximum number of epochs was set to 10.

4.1.2. Dataset
We conducted experiments on the three most widely used

datasets for the aspect-level sentiment-classification task. The first
2 In these five subsections, we perform investigations based on only IPAN-LSTM.
Accordingly, the IPAN mentioned in both the tables and the analysis parts refers to
IPAN-LSTM.

3 The pre-trained word vectors of Glove can be obtained from http://nlp.stanford.
edu/projects/glove/.
two datasets were from SemEval 2014 Task 44 [116], which con-
tains some customers reviews of laptop and restaurant. The last
dataset comprised many tweets collected by Dong et al. [117]. Each
sample in all the datasets included a list of targets and their corre-
sponding polarities, which were labeled as positive, negative, or neu-
ral. Additionally, the final goal of our model was to identify the
aspect polarity of a sentence with the corresponding target in the
most precise manner. The statistics of the three datasets are pre-
sented in Table 1.

4.2. Model comparison

To evaluate the performance of our proposed model completely,
we compare it with the following baseline models.

� LSTM only uses a single LSTM network to model the input sen-
tence and presents the average results of all output hidden
states as the final representation of the context. Subsequently,
it feeds it into a softmax layer to predict the sentiment polarity
[4].
� TD-LSTM utilizes two LSTMs to model both the sides of the cur-
rent target combined with the target information, respectively,
and concatenates their outputs for making the prediction [3].
� ATAE-LSTM is developed based on AE-LSTM [4]. It further
strengthens the effects of the target embedding and appends
themwith the original word embedding. Additionally, it designs
an attention mechanism that completely uses the given target
information [4].
� IAN introduces a method that separately models the target
and sentences, and it proposes an interactive attention
mechanism to learn the attention weights that reflect the
relatedness between the target and input sentence. Finally, it
concatenates the target and sentence representations for the
prediction [5].
� BiLSTM-ATT-Gmodels both left and right contexts by using two
attention-based LSTMs and introduces three gate units to mea-
sure the importance of both the parts of the sentence and itself
for the prediction [111].
� RAM is a multi-layer recurrent network that uses an attention-
based Bi-LSTM to learn the sentence representation and posi-
tion information to enhance the model performance [118].
� GCAE is built using convolutional layers and gate units, and
each convolutional filter computes n-gram features using the
embedding vectors and gate units with pooling layer to select
aspect-related sentiment features [112].
� TNet-AS adapts a convolutional neural network (CNN) to per-
form target-level sentiment classification and also employs a
Bi-LSTM to accumulate the context information for each word
of the input sentence [119].
� MGAN builds a multi-grained attention layer behind a Bi-LSTM
layer to capture the comprehensive sentimental information of
the target [7].
4 The detailed information of this dataset can be found at: http://alt.qcri.org/
semeval2014/task4/.
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� BERT-base directly uses pretrained BERTBASE embeddings on the
down-stream task without performing any domain-specific lan-
guage model finetuning [88].
� BERT-PT performs multi-task finetuning prior to downstream
classification, where the BERT language model is jointly fine-
tuned with a question-answering task [104].

Table 2 presents the performances of our model (includes IPAN-
LSTM, IPAN-BERT, and IPAN-BERT-PT) and other baseline models
on the three datasets, respectively. IPAN obtains the best results
among all the methods, verifying the efficacy of our model. LSTM,
which serves as the above-mentioned baseline model, obtains the
worst classification accuracy because of its simple structure. Fur-
thermore, our semantic feature extraction layer, which includes
Bi-LSTM or BERT, can extract more abundant and more high-level
semantic features compared with the original LSTM. Therefore, the
Bi-LSTM-based model, like BILSTM-ATT-G, achieves an improve-
ment of 6:3% and 5:2% points in terms of accuracy on Laptop
and Restaurant, respectively. However, models that consider the
importance of the target and employ attention mechanisms to
assign attention weights to differentiate each word in a given sen-
tence (such as ATAE-LSTM, IAN, and RAM), also improve remark-
ably in terms of the ultimate classification accuracy. Additionally,
MGAN integrates both the coarse- and fine-grained attention
mechanisms to make the sentiment information more sufficient
compared with previous works, and the model effectiveness
increases because of this adjustment. For the models with gating
mechanisms, such as GCAE, their final performances are ideal,
proving that gate units can moderately magnify useful sentiment
features.

TNet-AS and MGAN, the two models with their final perfor-
mances second only to that of our model, as presented in Table 2,
still have some disadvantages compared with our IPAN. This is
because TNet-AS employs a CNN as the feature extractor for this
sentiment-classification task, and a CNN is less popular than LSTM
for NLP tasks and still encounters some obstacles in extracting
some long-term dependency features. Although MGAN designs a
unique and sophisticated multi-grained attention mechanism, it
does sufficiently use the target information to ensure that inappro-
priate words are assigned lower attention scores. Our POS-
highlighting attention mechanism adds a limiting condition (atten-
tion score of the word in the ‘‘others” categories must be lower
than those of adjective/adverb/verb categories) to guarantee the
rationality of attention-weight distribution. However, the other
two models ignore this potential help from the grammatical fea-
tures of the input sentence during the sentiment-classification
task, although they are more robust to the training noise.
Table 2
Comparison with baselines. Accuracy and Macro-F1 as evaluation metrics on three-class on
paper that proposed the corresponding model, and the best records are in bold. IPAN-BER

Models Laptop

Accuracy Macro-F1

Baselines LSTM 0.665* –
TD-LSTM 0.721 0.669
ATAE-LSTM 0.690 0.626
IAN 0.721* –
BiLSTM-ATT-G 0.728 0.691
RAM 0.727 0.702
GCAE 0.733 0.701
TNet-AS 0.740 0.698
MGAN 0.750 0.715
BERT-base 0.752 0.717
BERT-PT 0.781* 0.751*

Our Models IPAN-LSTM 0.772 0.735
IPAN-BERT 0.785 0.760
IPAN-BERT-PT 0.793 0.767
For the comparisons among the BERT-based networks in Table 2,
the final performances of the four BERT-based models, namely,
BERT-base, BERT-PT, IPAN-BERT, and IPAN-BERT-PT, are signifi-
cantly similar. Notably, IPAN-BERT-PT performs the best although
with a low margin. Even if the IPAN architecture is combined with
BERT-base model, whose generalization ability is slightly worse
than that of BERT-PT, the resulting IPAN-BERT also achieves better
accuracy and F1-score values than those of the other contrast
models.

Finally, by applying the attention mechanism before generating
the final sentence representation and artificially adding a limiting
condition to maximize the useful prior knowledge contained in
the POS information, IPAN proves to be a POS-aware neural net-
work for effectively analyzing the sentiment polarity. Using the
target-context gate mechanism, IPAN amplifies the current target
information, making the entire model more appropriate for the
aspect-level classification task, and IPAN-BERT-PT dominates the
state-of-the-art performances in the above-mentioned three
datasets.
4.3. Effect of POS information

To explore the benefits of a single POS category (POS category
number L ¼ 2) and different combinations of POS categories for
the final model prediction, we design and train the other eight
IPAN variants using different combinations of POS categories on
the three datasets. The details and final performances of these vari-
ants are presented in Table 3. The comparative line graphs of the
accuracies are depicted in Fig. 3.

Although there are similar investigations of the impact of POS
information on sentiment analysis in [18], [18] emphasis more
on various POS-category combinations and ignored the single
POS category. Their results were also almost identical to those
observed in our investigation. However, they surprisingly observed
that considering the other POS categories (except for adjective,
adverb, and verb categories) would improve the performance of
the final sentiment classification. However, their experiment only
regarded nouns as the representative of other POS categories and
ignored the value of the remaining categories, which had some
shortcomings. To compensate for this deficiency and maximize
the value of all the POS categories, in all the experiments of this
subsection the remaining categories are uniformly recorded as
‘‘others” category in addition to considering the POS categories
that are currently most considered. Our experimental results con-
firm that the ‘‘others” category significantly improves the predic-
tion accuracy of the classification model.
Laptop, Restaurant, and Twitter datasets. Here, ‘‘*” indicates the result of the original
T-PT is initialized with post-trained BERT [104] weights.

Restaurant Twitter

Accuracy Macro-F1 Accuracy Macro-F1

0.743* – – –
0.788 0.691 0.673 0.643
0.768 0.640 0.676 0.650
0.786* – – –
0.795 0.698 0.710 0.684
0.794 0.692 0.700 0.677
0.793 0.705 0.718 0.696
0.797 0.708 0.720 0.696
0.805 0.715 0.720 0.701
0.815 0.716 0.727 0.711
0.850* 0.770* – –
0.828 0.738 0.743 0.725
0.859 0.764 0.767 0.759
0.865 0.777 0.778 0.768



Fig. 3. (a), (b), and (c) denote the line graphs showing the prediction accuracies of IPAN and its eight variants on Laptop, Restaurant, and Twitter, respectively. Here, I–VIII on
the horizontal axes correspond to IPAN-I through IPAN-VIII, respectively, which comprise different combinations of POS categories. The red dotted lines separate the groups
with different POS category numbers L.

Table 3
Details and results comparison of IPAN and its variants (accuracy as an evaluation metric). For simplicity, adjectives, adverbs, verbs, nouns, and pronouns are represented by their
abbreviations in this table.

IPAN Variants Number of POS (L) Combination of POS Laptop Restaurant Twitter

IPAN-I 2 (adj, others) 0.753 0.815 0.737
IPAN-II 2 (adv, others) 0.748 0.812 0.735
IPAN-III 2 (v, others) 0.747 0.812 0.732
IPAN-IV 3 (adj, adv, others) 0.765 0.815 0.740
IPAN-V 3 (adj, v, others) 0.755 0.817 0.739
IPAN-VI 3 (adv, v, others) 0.754 0.816 0.734
IPAN 4 (adj, adv, v, others) 0.772 0.828 0.743
IPAN-VII 5 (adj, adv, v, others, n) 0.745 0.818 0.735
IPAN-VIII 5 (adj, adv, v, others, pron) 0.758 0.817 0.735

The best records are in bold.
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According to the existing research conclusions associated with
the effect of POS information on sentiment analysis in Section 2.2,
it is reasonable to assume that adjectives, adverbs, and verbs
vitally affect the emotional expression of contexts. Accordingly,
we focused on these three POS categories to investigate the effect
of the POS information. Additionally, as a supplement to [18], we
explore the influence of other POS categories, represented by
nouns and pronouns, on sentiment analysis. From Fig. 3, we can
conclude that when L ¼ 2 (the situation that corresponds to a sin-
gle POS category), considering only the ‘‘adjective” category can
achieve better model performance compared with considering
either the ‘‘adverb” category or ‘‘verb” category. However, the
trend in Fig. 3 (a), (c), and (b) is slightly different when L ¼ 3: in
(a) and (c). The peak value is observed at ‘‘IV” (corresponds to
the combination of ‘‘adjective”, ‘‘adverb”, and ‘‘others” category)
point. However, in (b), the combination of the ‘‘adjective” and
‘‘verb” categories is the best among the other choices. This may
attributed to the samples in the three datasets having different
semantic and grammatical characteristics. Regarding the addition
of a new POS category (‘‘noun” or ‘‘pronoun” category) based on
our original four categories (L ¼ 5), the results for the three data-
sets indicate that the model effectiveness would degraded upon
this addition.

From the above-mentioned experimental phenomena, we can
conclude that not all POS categories assist the model in analyzing
the sentiment polarity. However, redundant information may
counterproductively drop the final effectiveness of the model. Con-
sidering the single POS category, adjectives, adverbs, and verbs
most significantly indicate sentiment polarity: adjectives, with
the most positive influence on the model effectiveness, directly
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guide the model to identify which words or spans are more mean-
ingful for emotional expressions, while verbs have less emotional
characteristics, and adverbs might modify the degree or express
negation. The optimal POS strengths observed in the experiments
of [17] can also be used to understand the relevance of each POS
category toward sentiment analysis. Their results showed adjec-
tives and adverbs to be highly relevant to the sentiment of the con-
text, verbs as fairly relevant, and nouns as moderately relevant,
completely consistent with our conclusions. Additionally, what
matches the research results for a single POS category is that for
POS combinations, when the above-mentioned three POS cate-
gories are separately considered and the remaining POS categories
uniformly classified into ‘‘others” category, the POS information
provides the largest assistance toward performing the accurate
classification of sentiment polarity.
4.4. Investigation on two gating mechanisms

In this subsection, we compare GLU [108], GTU [120], GTRU
[112], and GReU used in POS-filter and target-context gates,
respectively. In this comparison experiment, we adopt the
control-variable method; i.e., when we test the different perfor-
mances of the following four gating mechanisms in POS-filter
(target-context) gate, we need to keep POS-filter (target-context)
gate optimal choice (GReU/GLU). Table 4 shows that all the four
gate units applied in the POS-filter and target-context gates
achieve significantly high accuracies on the Laptop dataset.

For the POS-filter gate, GLU outperforms the other gate units
with a high margin, and GTU secures the second place. The exper-
iment results strongly verify our hypothesis that the sigmoid func-
tion can control the flow of features associated with the POS
information of each word. Although GLU is a simplified gating
mechanism based on GTU, it can reduce the vanishing gradient
problem coupling linear units to the gates, thereby retaining the
non-linear capabilities of the layer while enabling the gradient to
propagate through the linear unit without scaling [108]. GReU
achieves the best model performance in the target-context gate,
followed by GTRU, thereby almost consistent with the results in
Xue and Li et al. [112]. Because different targets with different sen-
timent polarities can always appear in a sentence, ReLu function,
which strictly limits the output of negative input samples to zero,
Table 5
Comparison with three other attention mechanisms combined with the POS information.
Restaurant, and Twitter datasets.

Models Laptop

Accuracy Macro-F1

IPAN-POS Attention1# 0.745 0.697
IPAN-POS Attention2# 0.748 0.705
IPAN-POS Attention3# 0.741 0.694
IPAN-POS-highlighting Attention 0.772 0.735

The best records are in bold.

Table 4
Accuracy and Macro-F1 of the different gate units used in POS-filter and target-
context gates, respectively, on Laptop reviews.

Gate Units POS-filter Gate Target-Context Gate

Accuracy Macro-F1 Accuracy Macro-F1

GReU 0.758 0.711 0.772 0.725
GTU 0.761 0.719 0.750 0.702
GTRU 0.748 0.705 0.761 0.715
GLU 0.772 0.725 0.761 0.714

The best records are in bold.
becomes crucial in this condition. Consequently, both GReU and
GTRU can output a similarity score according to the relevance
between the given target information and semantic features,
thereby preventing the interference from the features unrelated
to the current target via the ReLu function.

4.5. Investigation on POS-highlighting attention mechanism

In this subsection, we design another three alternative attention
mechanisms using the POS information to compare them with the
POS-highlighting attention mechanism. We are the first to intro-
duce an attention mechanism that integrates the POS information,
which is completely different from the existing design intension
(target-information/position-information). For fairness, instead of
adopting any existing attention mechanism, we design three rea-
sonable methods that calculate POS-attention scores as our com-
parison approaches. We test the performances of the following
three kinds of attention mechanisms while keeping the other com-
ponents of IPAN unchanged. The experiment results are listed in
Table 5 (the three models are denoted as IPAN-POS Attention1#,
IPAN-POS Attention2#, and IPAN-POS Attention3#, respectively).

POS Attention1#. The design of POS Attention1# aims to reduce
the number of additional parameters added with the POS-
highlighting attention mechanism to the maximum possible
extent; accordingly, we adjust the original calculation method of
qwi

to the following process:

q0wi
¼

ðeopÞTvo
q;wi 2 Pothersf g

ðeopÞTvo
q þ ðewi

p ÞTvq

��� ���;wi 2 Padj; Padv; Pverb
� �

8<
: ð15Þ

where vo
q 2 Rdp�1 and vq 2 Rdp�1 denote weight vectors. Compared

with Formulation (9), this calculation method omits weight
matrixes Wo

q and Wq, and although it fits the purpose, it results in
poor model performance (Table 5 shows that the average drop on
the three datasets is 1:8%), indicating that sufficient number of
parameters can moderately improve the model expressiveness.

POS Attention2#. In our POS-highlighting attention mechanism,
we artificially add a limiting condition to guarantee that the atten-
tion scores of adjectives, adverbs, and verbs are always higher than
the words of other kinds of POS category. To verify the rationality
and validity of this strong limitation, we design another calculation
method to obtain the attention scores without any restrictions.

q00wi
¼

ðeopÞTWo
qvo

q;wi 2 Pothersf g
ðewi

p ÞTWqvq;wi 2 Padj; Padv ; Pverb
� �

(
ð16Þ

where Wo
q 2 Rdp�d and Wq 2 Rdp�d denote weight matrixes, and

vo
q 2 Rd�1 and vq 2 Rd�1 denote weight vectors. Compared with For-

mulation (9), although Formulation (16) still contains two different
ways to compute q00wi

according to the POS category of the current
word, the restriction in Formulation (9) is discarded while calculat-
ing the attention scores of adjectives, adverbs, and verbs, respec-
Accuracy and Macro-F1 are used as evaluation metrics on three-class about Laptop,

Restaurant Twitter

Accuracy Macro-F1 Accuracy Macro-F1

0.814 0.723 0.729 0.708
0.812 0.724 0.729 0.716
0.813 0.718 0.729 0.713
0.828 0.738 0.743 0.725



Fig. 4. Attention visualizations. The two samples are randomly selected from
Laptop and Restaurant datasets, and their targets are ‘‘apple OS” and ‘‘food,”
respectively. The above two bars represent the final attention scores of each word in
these two sentences calculated via the POS-highlighting attention mechanism.
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tively. The results show that the model that used POS Attention2#

decreases the final classification accuracies by 2:4%;1:6%, and
1:4% on the three datasets, respectively. This reflects that the model
cannot conclude this limiting condition only via a learning process
performed using a limited number of training samples. Therefore,
the limiting conditions we added in the POS-highlighting attention
mechanism are effective and significantly practical.

POS Attention3#. Some previous works [121] found that even if
all of the words were the same POS category, their attention
weights should be different. Hence, to explore whether we can
enhance the effect of the attention mechanism by considering both
the semantic features of the word and the POS attribute thereof, we
design POS Attention3#, which combines word and POS embed-
dings. Additionally, the calculation method of qwi

is adjusted to
the following:

q000wi
¼ qwi

þ eTwi
W 000

q v
000
q ð17Þ

where W 000
q 2 Rdp�d denotes a weight matrix and v 000q 2 Rd�1 a weight

vector. The result q000wi
in Formulation (17) is to add the biases calcu-

lated on the basis of the word embedding of each word to qwi
in For-

mulation (9); however, the results in Table 5 indicate that
introducing the original semantic information of a word into the
calculation of attention score in this manner is less effective, which
may be attributed to the interference due to this combination.
Because there are many word-embedding varieties (equal to the
vocabulary size v), Formulation (17) will have multiple possible
outcomes, which are determined by both POS and word embed-
dings of a word; however, the model does not have sufficient learn-
ing ability to weigh the relationships between these two kinds of
knowledge, and thus the final prediction deteriorates. Therefore,
incorporating extra information into the attention mechanism via
Formulation (17) introduces significant interference, distracting
the model from its original goal.

4.6. Ablation study

To investigate the effect of three components, namely, POS-
filter gate, target-context gate, and POS-highlighting attention, on
our model effectiveness, we compared the full model (IPAN) with
its three ablations. The results are presented in Table 6; the three
ablated models are represented as IPAN w/o POS-filter Gate, IPAN
w/o Target-Context Gate, IPAN w/o POS-highlighting attention,
respectively.

From the results of these three ablated models and IPAN on the
three datasets, we observe that removing any one of the three
components deteriorates the final performance of the model. This
phenomenon indicates that the integration of target and POS infor-
mation is critical to achieving satisfactory model performance.
Comparing the results of IPAN w/o POS-filter gate, IPAN w/o
target-context gate, and IPAN w/o POS-highlighting attention, we
observe that the final prediction accuracy and Macro-F1 of the
model w/o POS-highlighting attention drop the most on the three
datasets (accuracy drops are 4%;3:5%, and 3:1% on the three data-
sets, respectively). This reconfirms the validity of the POS-
Table 6
Comparison with the ablated models. Accuracy and Macro-F1 are used as evaluation metr

Models Laptop

Accuracy Macro-F1

IPAN w/o POS-filter Gate 0.746 0.703
IPAN w/o Target-Context Gate 0.741 0.688
IPAN w/o POS-highlighting Attention 0.732 0.685
IPAN 0.772 0.735

The best records are in bold.
highlighting attention mechanism and indicates that assigning a
different weight to each POS category help the model focus on
important words. The accuracy of the model w/o POS-filter gate
drops by 2:6%;1:8%, and 1:9% on the three datasets, respectively,
suggesting that transforming the original word embedding into
tailor-made vectors with POS information is significantly useful.
All the data and analysis assert that using the POS information as
prior knowledge to assist the modeling process significantly facil-
itates the learning of the neural network, thereby assisting with
the sentiment-classification task. Additionally, the target-context
gate, as a significant connection between the target and semantic
information extracted from the original sentence via the semantic
feature extraction layer, is critical to enhancing the model perfor-
mance. The results of the model w/o target-context gate decrease
by 3:1% points, 1:3% points, and 1:6% points on the three datasets,
respectively, proving that the target-context gate prevents target-
unrelated features from flowing into the next layer to affect the
final prediction.
4.7. A case study

To understand our proposed POS-highlighting attention mecha-
nism intuitively, we visualize the attention weight on two sen-
tences, as depicted in Fig. 4. The color depth indicates the
attention-score level: the darker is the color, the higher is the level.
The samples in Fig. 4 are randomly selected from the test sets of
Restaurant and Laptop. In Fig. 4, for the first sentence ‘‘Works well,
and I am extremely happy to back to an apple OS,” the polarity is pos-
itive for apple OS. Our model is inclined toward considering adjec-
tives, verbs, and adverbs in the given sentence. Accordingly, it
finally assigns the highest attention score to the adjective ‘‘happy,”
which is critical to judging the sentiment polarity of apple OS.
However, the words that belong to the ‘‘others” category, such as
‘‘and,” ‘‘I,” and ‘‘an,” obtain less attention, thereby demonstrating
again that the limiting condition we designed for ensuring that
ics on three-class about Laptop, Restaurant, and Twitter datasets.

Restaurant Twitter

Accuracy Macro-F1 Accuracy Macro-F1

0.810 0.722 0.724 0.706
0.815 0.731 0.727 0.707
0.793 0.683 0.712 0.691
0.828 0.738 0.743 0.725
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the weight of other POS categories is strictly lower than that of the
adjective, adverb, and verb categories satisfactorily works. Consid-
ering the second sentence (‘‘The food was extremely tasty, creatively
presented and the wine excellent”) in Fig. 4, distinctively, the word
‘‘tasty” is the most important word to express the sentiment of
the given target food. From the second example, it is noteworthy
that some words such as ‘‘extremely” and ‘‘creatively,” which belong
to the adverb category, receive less attention compared with words
such as ‘‘tasty” and ‘‘excellent,” which belong to the adjective cate-
gory. This phenomenon indicates that the model has adaptively
learned the different importance degrees of the four POS categories
according to their influences toward expressing the sentiment
polarity of the current target, during the training process. In the
above-mentioned two sentences, the ‘‘adverb” and ‘‘verb” cate-
gories are less useful than the adjective category for the final
model prediction and, hence, receive the lower attention scores.

Notably, in the second sentence, the attention scores of ‘‘tasty”
and ‘‘excellent,” which do not target the same target food, are
almost the same. This is consistent with the computational rules
of the POS-highlighting attention mechanism, in which we did
not consider any semantic factors but only the effects of different
POS categories on emotional expressions. If these two words
express opposite sentiment polarities, the model makes an incor-
rect decision. However, by incorporating the efficient target-
context gate, this problem can be solved, as the final attention
scores are applied to its filtered feature vectors. Additionally, For-
mulation (12) indicates that the final sentence representation com-
prises the concatenation results of both the weighted sentence
vector and the hidden states from the semantic feature extraction
layer corresponds to the target embedding, guaranteeing that the
target information is sufficiently emphasized before the model
makes the final decision. Together with these two components
(the target-context gate and POS-highlighting attention), IPAN will
eventually considerably focus on the words that are most relevant
to the given target, and can therefore reflect their emotional orien-
tations according to their POS attributes.
5. Conclusion

We proposed an IPAN for performing aspect-level sentiment
classification. Instead of blindly relying on the learning knowledge
acquired from a few existing datasets, IPAN introduced the POS
information as prior knowledge to explicitly provide the model
with more evident indications that would facilitate its final predic-
tion of sentiment polarity. Based on our observations that adjec-
tives, adverbs, and verbs often contain useful information related
to emotional expressions, we only modeled the information of
these three POS categories to avoid the noise due to knowledge
redundancy. Notably, we not only used this POS information to
construct a POS-filter gate to generate transformed word embed-
dings while considering the POS information but also designed a
POS-highlighting attention mechanism with a limiting condition
to ensure that these three POS categories were assigned high atten-
tion scores. To adapt to the aspect-level sentiment classification,
we formulated a target-context gating mechanism to emphasize
the target information and implement the interaction between
the target and each context word, where the grating mechanism
comprises a novel form of gated units called GReU. Our IPAN con-
sistently outperformed the previous state-of-the-art methods on
SemEval2014 and Twitter datasets.
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